Take turns drawing a question card and asking each other your question.

Add follow-up questions if you can.

How long can you stay in target language?
What proficiency level can you reach?
Scan the QR code and watch the video.

Pick one aspect of culture and explain it.
Read all the tweets.

Respond back to at least 3 of them including your name as a handle.

Try to use a clever hashtag!
LEER +

EMPAQUE

Instrucciones

Read the descriptions.
Match them with the photo.

What new words did you learn?
Which one would you like to try?
Match the words and phrases to complete the puzzle.

How long did it take you? What new words did you learn?
ESCuchar + JUGAR

Play Flyswatters! One person is the caller.

Two players go to wall with a flyswatter.

The Caller says one of the words/phrases from the list. The players race to first swat which category it belongs in.

Switch roles after calling five times.

What new words did you learn?
Take a reflection sheet. Reflect on your learning from this unit.

Think about what you want to improve next.
Take one sheet for your group. Work together!

Using the colors and categories, highlight the words and phrases that you know or can figure out.

Pick out 5 words and look them up. Write the translations on your sheet.
Divide into two teams.

The team with the youngest player goes first.

Randomly draw one card. Describe the word at top to your team so they can guess it. If they guess it in 60 seconds, then you get 1 point.

The other team will keep the time.

Bonus: Don’t use the other words on the card and you will get 2 points.

Now the other team goes. Repeat until you are out of cards.
Put the photos in any order. Write a story using the photos. Add any details to make it interesting!
Describir

Instrucciones
RECONTRAR

Instrucciones
ESCRIBIR

Instrucciones
LEER

Instrucciones
MIRAR

instrucciones
instrucciones